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1991
Year of Launch With more than 100 parking management 

systems and a variety of solutions, ElectroSOFT is 
one of the leaders of fully automated parking 
systems in the Balkans.

Services
Started with traffic control systems and parking 
management systems, and then proceeded
with fully automated parking payment solutions.  

Competitive advantage
Quality products and innovative parking solutions, 
supplemented by 24/7 support of all their clients. 



The Cloud
Transformation

Process

THE CHALLENGE SOLUTION

ElectroSOFT used local on-premise 
infrastructure stationed in the 

company.

The advantage was the easy access, 
but the main downsides were the cost 

of maintenance, investing in 
additional infrastructure, as well as 

aging of the hardware. Also, a big 
challenge was the accessibility of the 

servers for 99.99% of the time.  

Moving to the cloud enabled a big
opportunity for scalability, security, 
and constant availability. 

Easy upgrade by a request allowed 
ElectroSOFT to have scalable resources 
(space and bandwidth) which can be 
changed at any time.



The Implementation

Defining requirements The transformation The result

MKhost did a couple of 
discovery workshops with 
ElectroSOFT to assess its current 
state of infrastructure.

During the workshops, we 
identified the current state, 
found the gaps and challenges, 
and proposed an 
implementation plan for 
ElectroSOFT's cloud journey.

MKhost and ElektroSOFT worked 
together to define the outcomes 
and the future state of their 
transformation.

After the outcomes were 
defined, the launch phase 
started. We put our hands on 
the implementation process.

We defined an agile way of 
working, and therefore focused 
on creating the foundations -
AWS Landing Zone, together 
with ADF Deployment 
Framework.

We continued later with data 
ingestion to the cloud. As the 
last stage, we started with the 
app development.

ElectoSOFT received a fully 
implemented cloud solution 
through AWS for their 
ESPARKING 2.0 project.

MKhost provided full 
documentation and continuous 
support, together with 
infrastructure and app 
development.

ElectroSOFT started ingesting 
IoT production data to AWS and 
run applications that process, 
analyze and transform data.



Why did ElectroSOFT choose MKhost?

“Our long-term collaboration for domains and
hosting solutions makes Mkhost a loyal partner we 
know very well.

The professionalism and expertise presented through 
the cloud implementation, as well their constant 
available support, assured us that there will be here 
for any new idea we need to implement.”



A solution that will serve the needs
of ElectoSOFT needs for years to come.

The overall experience

A new infrastructure that improved 
the work environment.

The client experience improved to
a lot higher level.

No need for physical hardware in a
physical location anymore.



You can book your meeting with 
our cloud experts now.

Ready to transform
your business through cloud?

Talk to our team

https://mkhost.com/en/aws-cloud-services/
https://mkhost.com/en/aws-cloud-services/

